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Furniture Grade Waterproof

Ply

Board Supplier
Yueshan furniture grade waterproof Engineered wood ply board is great to
make waterproof furniture. So Yueshan’s plywood is preferred by the architects
and interior designers. Yueshan is operating for 20 years and offering great
high humidity plywood as benchmarks. This product are extensively used in
interior environments, such as kitchen cabinet, bathroom floor，etc. This
Hardwood good-quality plywood is produced by our company using supreme
grade wood & related raw materials and cutting – edge technology in line with
the set industry standards. And the offered plywood is famous for its features
like smooth finished, sturdy construction, long lasting shine, crack level of
resistance and durability.

Yueshan as an ISO9001:2008 and ISO14001:2004 certified company, we
produce a variety of sizes and prices of high-quality plywood like fire retardant
plywood, fireproof plywood，good water-resistant finish plywood, melamine
plywood, WBP hardwood plywood, packing plywood, furniture plywood,
commercial plywood, Marine-grade plywood、etc. Every product of our finished
go through several assessments on the parameters of finish, strength, termite
resistance, durability, etc. Our team has experienced quality inspectors are
closely inspect products to discover and correct defect.

Further, We’ve a large & uniformly spread infrastructure which is
completely equipped with most advanced technology facilities and sufficient
resources. An extremely sophisticated production service is developed to carry
out the production operation at a large scale and in a defect-free manner. Our
warehouse easily accommodates all our produced products and stores them all
in a systematic order. We’ve a designing team which creates stylish and high
utility designs for our whole product range. And the primary location of our
business establishment promotes better convenience.

Waterproofing boards FAQ

Why Waterproofing board can use for outdoors?
(1)Good moisture-proof and waterproof effect. Common waterproof board on
market, its waterproof moisture-proof effect is done not have
moisture-proof board good. After testing, the general sheet water will
expand, the expansion rate according to the sheet material to determine.
A waterproof plate placed in the water, to ensure 10 hours of deformation,
not bending.
(2)Safety and environmental protection. Waterproofing board is a kind of
artificial compound board actually, most compound board exists the
circumstance that formaldehyde content exceeds bid, its formaldehyde
basically comes from glue, the glue on market basically is divided into
two kinds, glue of aldehyde glue and 3 get together hydrogen Waterproof
glue, former formaldehyde content is bigger, latter is glue of a kind of
environmental protection health, the glue that Moisture resistant board
USES is latter. Accordingly, the Water Resistant board also is the board
of a kind of environmental protection.
(3)Strong deformation resistance. The moisture-proof board itself is
particle board material, particle board physical performance is
relatively stable, strong deformation resistance. And the moisture-proof
board will be added in the plate interior moisture-proof particles, the
number of moisture-proof particles is generally calculated.

